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For niore than a decade the use of pulse moduLation techniques for
c omnunic iti ons transmission have been in use in many and varied forms
„
These fonns were basad on the princinle that any sine wave cculd be re-
produced if the amplitude of the wave was known at each of two equally-
spaced tine intervals of each cycle. Thus, by trmsudtting this ampli-
tude inform".ti on at a rate equal to at least two times the highest fre-
quency involved, the transmission of any one communications channel could
be interlaced v/ith many oth-^rs, since only a ver; small fraction of a com-
plete cycle was needc"^d to transmit all the necessary information about
that cliannel to allov/ it to be reconstructed in its entirety at some re-
ceivin/;^ point. This interlacing of many communications channels to be
transmitted over a single wir-3 or at a single carrier frequ-ency makes up
what is kno'/fli as the pulse modulation multiplex system.
^
.1
This paper is not to deal with the multiplex problem itself, but
rather vdth the methods of converting an audio input wave into a group
of pulses which contain sufficient information to alia/ the complete audio
wave to be reconstruct 3d, and in particular with the method Imown as delta
modulation to be dif:cu.>sed more fully in succeeding chapters.
The araplitude intorraation to be transmitted can be contained in a
pulse in several f orir.s . If the pulse amplitude itself is varied as a
function of the input signal amplitude, we have what is known as pulse amp-
litude modulation (PAM). In contrast to this, the methoi known as pulse
width modulation (PWM) has the signal amplitude information COTitained in
4.
the vadth of the transmitted pulse, the widt; s being greater or smaller
than some fixed mean vddth to indicits a signal amplitude which is larger
or sirall^r than soma fixed mean amplitvdec A third method, known as pulse
position modulation (PPM), transmits the required amplitude information by
shifting the time position of each pulse to a slightly earlier or later
tire, thus varying it about the msan instant cf sampling for that channel.
The tins of occurrence about this mean time vrouM be a function of the in-
put sifpal amplitude at the instant cf sampling.
The three systems outlined thus far have one common shortcomingo They
are susceptible to noise interference in transmission when signal to noise
ratio is low which can produce a considerabls aimount of distortion in the
reconstructed sigial outputs. The pulse amplitude method could have a
pulse amplitude, particularly one representing a small amplitude, altered
by a noise burst, which would result in erroneous amplitude information
at the receiver o So also cculd the pulse width be apparently widened by
a burst of noise occurring just prior to or at the end of a transmitted
pulse; like\d.se, thf pulse position could be apparently shifted to an
earlier instant by a noise pulso occurring just prior to the desired pulse
itself.
To overcoms this shortcoming and uermit a more satisfactory' signal
reconstruction for low signal to noise ratios, the pulse code systems were
devised which were less susceptible to interference in that the signal
amplitude information required was contained in the mere presence or ab-
sence of' the pulses and not in any chara-^teristic of the pulses themselves





Pulse code modulation v/as devised as a means of utilizing pulse tech-
niques in the presence of noise of such magnitude as to cause untolarable
distortion in other pulse systemso It can be sho^vn ti.at a sigial can be
transmitted with a signal to noise ratio as low as 2:1 and be reconstructed
at the receiver as if the transmission had occurred at a ratio equal to
infinity, if the' noise generated in the receiver itself is ignorea, as well
as the quantizing noise which is inherent in a code oystem.
The fore-runner of pulse code modulation was a method knovn as pulse
numbers modulation (PM), where at eac. sa^T^pling instant the signal amp-
litude was transmitted as a series of pulses, rather than a lone pulse,
and the number of oulses transmitted was a measure of the amplitude. Thus
the receiver had only to detennine how many pulses were present at each samp-
ling instant. It is obvious that the number of pulses tiat couH be in-
cluded in any one sampling is limited both by the sampling rate and also
by the naTiber of channels multiplexed into one system on a tinB division
basis . The duty time of any one channel could be defined as the fractional
part of a second the clannel has available to it for making a sampled trans-
mission, or
^ (A/ +
where N is the number of information chinnels multiplexed, and the added
one in the denominator is a separate synchronizing channel to synchronize
the division of received pulses at the receiver. In some qysteiiis, this

synchronizing siv'nal is not allotted a separata channel, but instead is
added into one of the rat^ular channels on an opportunity basis. Vv'ithin
the duty tirae of the channel, it will be necessary to make at least 2f^^
transmissions of pulse groups, leaving a transmission' tine per pulse group
of
17 - sec.
vv'here, Tg - Transmission time per pulse group in seconds,
f^ - Highest fre^juency input signal to any channel.
In nost communications transmissions in the audio range, tte audio
frequency band to be transmitted for a good degree of intelligence is 200-
350C cpso In an ei^^ht channel multiplex system where f, is 3$00 cps.
"7^= L— = IL.IS u stc.
From this ^.vb see that if each pulse is of 1 u second duraticxi and if
there is 1 u second between pulses, this tyoe of system would provide for
only ei^ht dis'^reet levels in the amplitude quantizing of the audio signalo
This would result in a large amount of distortion in the reconstructed sig-
nal o This distortion would be due t,o the finite number of neasuring levels
available to represent the signal amplitude -nd is commonly referred to as
quantizin»7 noise, since it results from tlie quantizing measurement and
representation of the signal amolitudeo
The true pulse code modulation system improved on this numbers system -
by using a binary code and thus allowing the absence of a pulse to carry
information as well as the presence of a pulseo If a code group of n pulses
is available to represent the signal amplitude for one sampling, then the

number of discreet levels available for quantizing the signal amplitude
would be 2^, since there would be that many pulse group ccmbinations avail-
able en a binary' basis. Thus for n=5, 32 levels would be available, where-
as for n=7, 128 levels could be used. The five and seven digit codes are
of most coinnion usage.
At each instant of sampling in a pulse code system, the system must
measure the input signal amplitude, quantize it into one of 2"^ levels, and
transmit one group of up to n pulses representing this level-* The quanti-
zing of the instantaneous input si,gial amplitude is ordinarily done by one
of three coding methods; by a counting 'circuit, by use of a special coding
tube devised by Bell System Laboratories, or by use of a feedback com-
parison .Tiethod.
Encoding by use of a counting circuit can be most readily understood
by reference to Fig, 1. Here the signal is fed into a modulator which
generates a positive gate whose width is varied as a function of signal
amplitude, the larger the positive amplitude the wider the gate v.lth the
largest negative amplitude producing the narrowest gate. This positive
gate permits the output of an oscillator to be aoplied to the first of a
series of n bi-stable flip-flop circuits, so tied together that each time
one flip-flop is triggered twice, it triggers the following flir^-flop onceo
The oscillator must have such a frequency that it can produce 2 cycles
durin.' the period of the maximum gate applied to it, '->hich in turn repre-
sents the iraximum inriut sigial amplitude capable of being quantized. As
soon as the positive gate disappears, the first flip-flop will no longer
receive triggering impulses from the oscillator and all n flip-flops will






































By takinf^ an output from the plate of ths same tube in each flip-flop,
the voltage out will be an indication of which state each oarticular flip-
flop ended in. If the circuit is in state one, a pulse will be placed
j?h the n digit code grouo in the saras relative position as the flip-flop
is in the entire chain. If the circuit is in state two, a pulse will be
omitted from this position in the group. This counting occurs just prior
to the instant of code group transmission, as the n flip-flops must be
allowed to stabilize, and then each one in turn permitted to add or omit
a pulse to the code groupo
Bell Laboratories devised a coding tube, a modified cathode ray tube,
^ich performs the coding operation in one horizontal sweep. In this tube,
shown in Fis^o 2, a perforated mask lies between the ' deflection plates and
the anode,, The beam of electrons is displaced vertically an amount pro-
portionate to the innut signal amplitude. At the instant of sampling, a
horizontal sweep voltage is applied, and as the beam moves across the tube,
it strikes a certain combination of apertures in the mask, depending upon
its vertical position. In all, there will be 2 different aperture can-
binations to be found during the horizontal sweeps. As the beam strikes
an aperture, electrons will flow throu;^ the mask to the anode, and a
pulse of current will flow in the output circuit. To prevent the vertical
position of the beam from changing during any one sweep, a quantizing
p;rid of 2^^ horizontal wires is placed immediately in front of the coding
mask. If the beam attempts to alter its vertical position during a hori-
zontal sweep, beam electrons will strike one of the grid wires which emit
secOTidary electronso These are in turn caui^t on a positively biased







This excitation in the quantizing circuit is fed back to the vertical de-
flection plates with such polarity as to cause the beam to be deflected
back away from the quantizing grids upon w!-;ich it is impinging and thus
reduces the current flow in the quantizing circuit to a miniiTiUnio Since
the floxv of current in the quantizing feedback circuit will always be uni-
directional, a quantizing bias is used vvhich tends to displace the beam
upward, toward a higher quantizing wire. This allovis the feedback circuit
to always produce a signal to the vertical plates which is of such a polar-
ity as to lower the beairu This feature insures that the correction of
vertical position will always be in the correct di recti one It can be
looked upon as if tlie quantizing bias pushes the beam up toward the next
highest wire, while the feedback correction tends to push it down to some
equilibrium position. This process results in the beam making a complete
horizontal sweep at a constant vertical level set by the signal amplitude
at the instant the sweep starts
«
A third method of coding utilizes a feedback comparison process.
Smith (11) has very adequately described the method by use of Figo 3o The
n digits of the code group, giving a binary representation of the samplsd
amplitude, are each determined by the n bi-stable flip-flops, each of which
has a control ^^ate showno By this feedback method, the most significant
digit of the n di,r;its is determined first, A source cf equally spaced
timing pulses is required for inputs X^^, X2, etc., with X. occurring first.
Initially, pulse X]_ ;^dll set all flip-flops to state 1, except flip-flop
#1 which will be set to state two. Tte resistors in series with the out-
put of each flip-flop make up a decoding network. The resistors are in





the flip-flop representing the most significant digit, or flip-flop #1
in this case. When any flip-flop is in state one, no voltage is applied
at its output to the decoding resistor in series with it. Since each flip-
flop will oroduce the same output voltage in state two, the voltage each
is able to deliver to the input of the error amplifier depends on the irol-
tage drop in its associated decoding resistor o Thus the larger the de-
coding resistor, the smaller is the voltage fed back to the input of the
error amplifier
o
>Jhen the timing pulse is aoplied at X^, only flip-flop #1 will be
in state two, which in turn feeds a voltage into the input of the error
amplifier; the error amplifier is also receivirg the signal voltage o This
error amplifier responds to the difference of these two inputs. If the
error signal is negative (signal voltage larger than voltage fed back from
flip-flop #1) no action results and flip-flop #1 is left in state twOo
If the error signal is positive, the amplifier produces a positive gate
in the serial code output, which also gates on Gt lo With Gt 1 gated on,
timing pulse X2 resets flip-flop #1 to state oneo Thus reset, it does
not apply any feedback to the decoding circuit, l#}en timing pulse X2 is
applied, it sets flip-flop #2 to state two, permittir^ it to feed back a
voltage to the error unplifier input, and the action is as before. Each
time the error voltage is positive, the last triggered flip-flop is reset
to state one where it produces no feedback » Since each successive flip-
flop produces less and less feedback, the result is that at the input to
the error amplifier the error voltage will increase by steps until it be-
comes positive o It vdll then be reduced by an amount equal to the last
added step .^id immediately increased by a smaller step o Each time the
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feedby.ck is reduced, a pulse is placed in the seri.al code outout. Thus
a signal of zsro amplitude would have a serial code output of n pulses,
since zero feedback would be required to prevent a positive error voltage.
The three coding systems described, are each representative of a spe-
cific coding irethod. The last mentioned system is the forerunner of pulse
delta modulation, viiich is basicly a feedback comparison system using a





D3sr;ription of Delt4. Modulation
Delta niodiiLition is the newest innovation in ihe field of pulse
r.odii]ati on, Bisicly, the system is of the pulse code t\'j)e, using a feed-
bir.k CO p..rl:~on t ^.r'-.ni ^uh for control of ti; -^ 'ircuit oper'itiono The code
itseir couli only ua call-;d i uni-digit binary code, since each code group
consists cf the nrosence or abs-jn;e rf a lone oulseo Unlike the other
''orris of ")ul^^ code r.'iodilttion mentioned previously, tJ-.e information con-
tained in the lone pulse does not- cont-iin tiie quantized ainolituie of the
inojat si'nalc "iather, the oulne merely indicates that the instantaneous
innut si -'ail .jr. )liLuie at the tire of sa;rc5ling is greater or less than
an aooroxiiiiatin.;; LTiage si.^.J. constructed by the puls-^s transmitted. This
in!a<?;e si^Tial is constructed at the transmitter fx coiunarison purposes,
and it tr>^: r-c-iv-^r it constitutes iJi^ r'^c^iv-id inf or m-'- ti on after being
pass'-iu t' ro.- }: \ low pass filt-ro Since each pulse contains so little
inforTiation, a-rruch hi^er sampling rate is needed than in conventional
-^"1 ^--i code modulation where t}B rate can be as lo^i,' as ?fv|o
Fi.'ure 4(a) is a block diagriun of a delta modul--ticn system. The
input ^:i?,nal '^g is nlac ^d in a comparator circuit uhere it is compared
/d th a t: -r '1 "^^ v.-hich is a r:Conr;trucl -id ima^^e of tie in lut F.g, The out-
put of thiis cooari-tor will be difference voltage of positive or n^g itive
oolarit
,
denerdino; upon whiich of tiie two voltages compared is larger.
This di fff^r-^rice yolta";e is amplified and iis
-^d to modalate t'e julse mod-
ulator, /vliich r:Ciivjs pulses at a fixed rate from the pulse gerierator.
If tlie in nit si'TJ-il volta;-e is larger tiun the reconstructed L:ua';e voltage
13

Sj, an output of positiva polarity will come from the comparator and
following amplifiers to cause the modulatcr to emit a positive pulse wi'iich
will be used in the feedback netvjork to increase the image signal voltage.
If the input signal voltage is less than the image voltage, a negative pol-
arized signal will r^ach the modulator, causing it to emit a negative pulse
which in turn vdll be used to decrease the image voltage feedback to the
canparator. The chain of positive and negative pulses is fed to a trans-
mitter which will eliminate the negative pulses ani transmit the positive
one So At tl^ receiver, the absence of a pulse is interpreted as a nega-
tive pulseo This same chain of pulses passes throi^gh the feedback net as
previously mentioned. This network reconstructs the input sigial fr<Mn the
positive and ne,t^ative pulses and sends the image to the comparator for
comparison \^itti the original.
The heart of the decoder in the feedback loop is an RC network, the
operation of which is aa shown in Figo 4(b). If S2 is closed for a short
period of time, say IjWS, a positive voltage pulse will be applied to the
RC series circuit. If the time constant of thi^s circuit is much much
larger tten l/xs, th3 output response to the pulse will be aoproximately
a step function with an amplitude that is small compared to the pulse
amplitude, as shown. If S2 is closed for very short periods at repeated
and equally spaced intervals, the voltage across C would be as shown in
the lower portion of the figure. Likewise, if Si is closed so as to de-
liver short negative pulses, the voltage across C will drop one step each
pulse, and a series of positive and negative pulses might produce a wave
form such as shovn in Fig, 4(b)
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would be a stepped voltage wave, shewn superimposed on the sine \^ve in
Figo 5(a). The comparator would act only on the difference signal shovn
in Fig. 5(b) and the pulse modulator would emit pulses as shown in Fig.
5(c) to build up the stepped voltage waveo At time ti, since the stepped
wave is less than the sine wave, a positive pulse is emitted and the
stepped wave is increased from Eq_ to Ep. Likewise at time t2 the stepped
voltage is larger than the input sine wave, and a negative pulse is emitted
and the stepped voltage wave is reduced from level E^ to Ei . By ccmparlng
the superimposed wave forms of Figo 5(a), one sees that each time a pulse
is added, it is added in such polarity as to mcve the stepped voltage wave
toward the sine wave.
If this stepped sine wave from the RC decoding net wei^ also passed
throu^ a low pass filter, the result would be a veiy close approximation
to the original sine wave input o This is essentially how the receiver
operates. It utilizes an RC decoding network, passes the stepped output
throu^ a low pass filter with a cut off frequency of about 3500 cps and
amplifies the output as necessary.
The operation just described constitutes a method utilizing a single
RC integrating networic in the feedback decoding network . It could also
have functioned with a double integrating network in this circuit.
14












Double Integration Networic for Decoding
Inste id of the BC network previously described as usable in the de-
codiiig feedback circuit, one such as depicted in Fig. (6) could also have
been usedo
Here, the series of positive and negative pulses are applied to the
input terminals. If the pulse duration isX > sind R]_C]_ is much much great-
er thin T t ^-1^'^ ^2^2 ^3 much larger than R]_'^]_> then during the application
of the pulsus, Cq^ \d.ll charge up in almost a vertical voltage rise, since
as before it is using only a very small portion cf on? time constant. Be-
tween pulses, capacitor C-i will charge up C2 throu^ R^o The output vol-
ta,p;e across C2 will rise with a slope fixed by the magiitude of the vol-
taa;e on C-i <, The greater the voltage on C-i, the steeper will be tlie slope
of the voltage output of Cp. Each tine a positive pulse is applied to the
network, the voltage across C-j^ is increased one step, just as for a single
integrating net-work, and since C2 will then be charging to a higher value
than before, the slope of the output voltage will increaseo Conversely,
each time a negative pulse is aoplied to the networic the voltage across
C]_ is reduced, and the slope of the output voltage from C2 decreases, re-
sultinf:; in an effect shown in Figo (6b) « Vfe see here that the pulses con-
trol the slope of the image voltage rather than the stepped level as in
the case of the single integrating networtc.
In the vise of this type circuit, a problem of stability arises in
that for a zero level input sigial, the output nay cross tlie zero position














lengthy group of pulses of the proper polarity to bring the output back
to the zero level. These many pulses would cause the output voltage to
recross the zero level at an equally great or greater slope than before
and an instability could easily arise which would lead to oscillation of
the output
.
DeJager has outlined a means of eliminating this oscillatory tendency
and increasing the effectiveness of the circuit by use of a circuit such
as shown in Fig. (7). Here the voltage across C2 has added to it the vol-
tage across Ro to make up the output of the network. This is a type of
predictor circuit, since this output is indicative of what the voltage
across C2 will be at some f\iture time (t-t-Z^t), assuming a constant slope
is maintained until the next pulse is appliedo
Thus
,
If 4£s is the slope of the output voltage between the time of two
""''"• CJi) -
€:,+ ^-t dej, /.)
Letting i -be the current throu^ R3 and C2,
. i_ '"'7^'
—
^^ substituting into (1), we get
The difference of potential across R3 can be expressed as.







^Double Integrating Netwotk Using Prediction




Therefore, /\-h L , - / >?,
and. At - y^aCz (3/
From equation (3)* w« see \ve can regjlate the effectireness of the
prediction feature by regvilating the R3C2 product. An optimum value of
about 1 for this value is suggested by DeJager (3)* fp being the pulse
recurrence frequency.
By iising the output egCt) in the comparator circuit, we can make a
correction or apply a pulse to correct a condition that will exist at
some futur*» time (t^At)o If at this future time, the image signal will
be greater than the input sigial, a negative pulse will be applied, where-
as if the image signal will be less than the signal a positive pulse is
applied to increase the slope, thus initiating a correction before the
error has time to become exaggerated. This technique has eliminated the




Techjiique To Utilize Uni-polarity Pulses.
In the disCLBsion thus far, the reconstructed inage has been assumed
to hive b^en fabricated by the use of positive irti negative pulses. This
has been dona for aase of explanation since the irrage can be just as easily
made up b' the use of positive, or negative, Dulses alons. This technique
adds even more to the simplicity of the equipment involved, and materially
reduces the required circuitry at both the sending and receiving points.
The question at once arises as to how tl-je steoped voltage wave could
ever have a step dovn occur if pulses of the opoosite polarity are not to
i'
be applied. The answer is a shunting device across the integrating caoac-
itor, such as a resistor as shown in Fi?ure 8(a), If the time constant
R2C is nuch much larger than Tp, the output voltage will decrease after
each puLse at a nearly linear rate.
Figure 8(b) shows the ejqjonential change occurring in an RC circuit.
'rem this we see that if tte time for disclmrge is veiy small compared to
1 RC, thiat the v<il\i3 of A
^^c
^^^ ^® expressed by
AS = ^^ Etna.
If R2C is of such a valu3 that during the period T the voltage on C cm
be reduced by an amount equal to or» half the increase applied by a pulse,
the voltat^e on C at a time Tp seconds after a pulse is the same as if the
last pulse had increased the voltage b:' only one half as much and the
charge had not leaked off. Furthermore, if no pulse is app]j.ed at this
instant Tp seconds later, C will continue to discharge and at the end of
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Comparative Operation of Dual and Uni-polarity Pulse Systems
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been had a pulse of the opposite polarity been applied at time Tp and the
charge then reraained fixed. In Figure 8(c) this principle is illustrated
graphicallyo The solid lines represent the actual voltages occurring
accrcBS C, while the dotted lines represwit simulated positive and nega-
tive step voltages. For the solid line, only the positive pulses apply,
whereas for the dotted lines, both positive and negative pulses applyo
It is obvious that the two waves will have different high frequency com-
ponents, but since this output is to be passed throu^ a low pass filter
and only the fundamental retained, the end result is the sameo It is
also to be noted that at times ti, t2* t^f etc., the voltages of both
waves are the sameo This uni-polarity pulse technique greatly simplifies
the equipment involved in the modulation process at the transmitter and
equally as much in the detection process at the receiver.
Signal Amplitude Limitations
The maximum signal amplitude which can be handled by a delta modu-
lation systwn is limited by the naximum slope of the signal it self o This
limiting point occurs where the maximum slope of the signal is equal to
the slope of the image sigial determined by two successive pulses of the
same polarity. If the signal amplitude exceeds this critical value diag-
onal distortion sets in. To determine this critical signal amplitude w»
can assume a sine wave signal of form Asin(wt), For such a signal the slope
Slope = <g^£^<^^^^^>0 , CJA^C^ (^^J
which has a maximum value at wt equal to or 2fro
Maxo slope = UjJ\
25

If tf- represents the hei;^t of one step, and the sampling rate is fp, the
time between two successive pulses is Tp, anl the slope determined by two
successive pulses of the same polarity is
'p
At tha critical condition, these two slopes ar« equal, or
where fg is the frequency of the input signal.
From equation (1) we see that ths maximum signal amplitude capable
of being encoded without diagonal distortion decreases as sigial frequency
increases, and increases as either sampling rate or step magnitude in-
creases. Figure (9) is a plot of equation (1) for fixed values of a~ .
The distortion resulting when Agj^j^ is greater th an V^is depicted in
Figure 8(d).
System Saturation
Saturation of the system sets in vhan Ajj^^^^^ exceeds the limiting value
given above. To determine the relationship between the sigial amplitude
vhich causes complete system saturation and the value given above, let
==: number of pulses available to increase a sine wave at fs
ZTf
from minimum to maximum value . If Eg is the peak -value of the signal vol-
tage which causes complete saturation, then during the period T3 the image
signal must be able to have a total increase or decrease cf 2E3.
26






step height = total change Involved
number of pulses piroducing this change
a— -
JiTp
(T 5 H ^\h
4;
and solving for E3,
t^ (^)
Taking the ratio of Eg and Ajj^^^ as given by equations (1) and (2), we
get
£, 4f ^"^ ' I- ^7 /l'"*^
Thus we see that the signal which will completely saturate a system is
1.57 times the signal \^ich just prevents diagonal distortiono This holds
for both dual polarity and uni-polarlty type systems, where o" fcr the uni-
polarity system will be the residual voltage increase across the storage
capacitor Tp seconds after a pulse has been applied
o
R2 and Ri relationships
To determine the requisite relationships between Ri and R2 in the uni-
polarity pulse system shown in Figure 8(a), we know that under a condition
of COTiplete saturation a decay of 2E8 must occur in a time Ts , Let £„ be2 ^
the peak pulse amplitude applied and furthermore let E^^c be the quiescent
DC level of the capacitor C of Figure 8(a). We will also assume that both
(Ep - E(ic) and E^jq are much much larger than Eg, Then during the decay
period,




During a pulse the voltage on the capacitor will increase by 2 C" .
(Sp - 3(Jq) will be the effective pulse height,
X,(J
-




From equation (2), we can derive the expression
C7-. —
Replacing the CT" in the equation {k) , we get
Taking the ratio of (3) and (6) we obtain.
To make the assumpticm of Eg small compared to (Ep - Efjc) and E^^q
have the same effect for both increasing and decreasing voltages on C,
W8 should require that
then.
(7;






This expression shows the relationship of R,^ and R2 to be dependent
only upon the pulse duration and the pulse rate. In this development the
shunting effect of R2 during a pulse has been ignored. Also assumed is
that the only discharge path for C is throu^ R2. Thus R-^ and R2 have
been represented as the total effective values of resistance on charge
and discharge of C respectively and nay or may not be single, different
or even actual physical resistances. That is , R]_ and R2 each represent
wi:Ht in actuality might be the combination of several resistors, same of
vhich mi^t be common to both R^ and R2, or mi^t include such factors




Signal Distortion in Delta Modulation
Signal distortion in delta modulation is due to two specific causes.
Ths first type of distortion is that previously defined as diagonal dis-
tortion and is due to the signal having an amplitude greater than "TpCr^ .
This type of distortion is completely eliminated by reducing signal ampli-
tude to a value less than this limiting figure. If we assume we are opeiv-
ating with signals of snail anou^ amplitude to be free of this type dis-
tortion, we will still have what is known as quantizing distortion, vAiich
results from insufficient definition of the signal due to the finite size
and limited number of steps. Only for a sampling rate of infinity and a
step size approaching zero could we be free of this second type of dis-
tortion o
The complex wave, or stepped image signal, can be divided up into two
parts, the pure signal and the error sigial, v*iich is the difference be-
tween the pure signal and the stepped image o Inferring back to Figure
5(b), we note that the error signal is principally a succession of triang-
ular waves. For the purpose of computing a signal to noise ratio for a
single integrating system, we will follow the pattern used by Bennett (2)
in his discussion for pulse code modulation and assume the error voltage
is a chain of only triangular waves. For a hi^ pulse rate this is a
very fair assumption. The period of the triangular waves will be Tp, the
pulsing period, and the peak error voltage will vary from ^ to - r^ »
2 2

Th9 RMS value of such an error wave is
/-(C r^\^
fV- 11 J^(-wJ^
t0m»tma i^iw rnanr^w> kj atnw^
^ITT-^ (0
From Figure 5(b), we can see that the noise voltage is actually of
a random nature, and that the triangular approximation is for mathematical
facility, but nevertheless its WS value should be very close to the actual
RI-S value of the more random noise wave. The total area under the error
wave of Figure 5(b) represents the total noise pov«r. If now we assume
this error wave to be completely random, then the noise would be evenly
distributed throughout the frequency spectrum and the noise power in the
pass band of a low pass filter vgould be directly proportional to the band-
width of the filter, or
A^''=^ £ (^^
where Nj» represents the noise voltage in the filter band anl f^^ is the
uoper cut off frequency of a lew pass filter. Also, if the pulse rate of
this error wave were to be increased, say doubled and the step height left
the same, the area under the wave would not be changed, and the noise pow-
er would be the sane, however the fx*equency spectrum of this noise would
be twice as great, with the result that only one half as much noise power
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would lie in the same band from to f^ ,
••• K^-^ X- (3)
r
Combining the effects of equations (1), (2), and (3), we get the effective






For maximum signal to noise ratio, we would want our signal to have an ampli-
tude equal to rp 0_ . Thus our ratio becomes:
This figure is in exact agreement vdth that obtained by de Jager (3) by a
slightly different approach.
Harmonic Distortion in Delta Modulation
In the foregoing development the assumption of a purely triangular
error voltage will not lend itself to any ccoiputation of purely harmonic
distortion, because it is obvious that a chain of triangular waves of
period Tp has nO frequency components in the pass band of a low pass filter
from to fcQ, where fgQ is small compared to f_. Hatha r, the harmonic
distortion which results in this system is due to the harmonic irregulari-
ties of this triangular wavefcrmo These harmonic irregularities will be of
a completely different nature for each signal amplitude and any assumption
as to their waveform or periodicity cannot be readily determined. To ob-
tain a figure for purely harmonic distortion, it was decided to build up
an experimental system and measure tBrmonic distortion of the image voltage
as a function of pulse rate. A single integration, uni-polarity pulse
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system, shewn schematically in Figure 15 of the following chapter was con-
structed. This system is of original design and althou^ it may not pro-
duce ths most optimum performance, it is believed that its performance
will be basicly characteristic of the delta modulation process in general.
The input to the system was a sine wave of 1000 cps. This input signal
amplitude was varied from a very low value upward in quarter volt steps
with output harmonic distortion computed for each input signal amplitude
to determine the optimum distortion figure. This was done for pulse rates
of 100, 90, SO, 70, 60, and 50 kc. Step height anl pulse width remained
constant throughout. The stepped image was analyzed by use of a Hewlett
Packard Wave Analyzer, Model 300A, The fundamental and first three har-
monics were measured on this instrument. This simulated a low pass filter
vdth perfectly flat response out to a cut off frequency of 4kc , The RMS
value of the three harmonics was determined and this esq^ressed as a per
cent of the RMS of the fundamental
o
Figure 10 is a plot of the principal results of these measurements.
Only the points on either side of the regiwi of optimum harmonic distortion
are shown. Distortion increases for signal amplitudes greater than the
amplitude which produces optimum distortion due to the onset of diagonal
distortion, while distortion increases for amplitudes less than the optimum
amplitude due to reduced signal amplitude with approximately the same noise
power being present in the filter band.
Figure 11 is a plot of sampling rate versus optimum harmonic distortion
and produces probably the most illuminating fact of the investigation.
This plot shows an almost inverse linear relationship between harmonic







to noise ratio might laad us to expect an inverse three halves power re-
latiOTiship for this distortion figure rather than the inverse first power
relationship obtained. Two factors were observed to account for this
discrepancy o First, the non-signal voltage components present in the
complex wave analyzed were far from completely random as assumed in the
idealized signal to noise ratio developmsnt , Rather, they existed in
definite and distinct frequencies in the pass band, both on and in between
the harmonic components msasured. This non-random noise voltage obser-
vation agrees with the observation of de Jager (3) in some of his experi-
mental work o Secondly, the amplitude of the non-signal voltage components
decreased noticeably with increasing frequency, so that the low end of
the spectrum appeared to have a larger percentage of the noise power than
would otherwise be expected even under a complete random frequency dis-
tribution.
It ia believed that this inverse first povwr relationship is more
nearly the true-to-life figure than the theoretical inverse three halves
power relationship vhich might be expected from the Idealized computation
of the signal to noise ratio figure.
In general we can therefore state that harmonic distorticm for a single
integration delta modulation syston can be expressed as:
D^ r
wheire D is harmonic distortion in per cent, and k is a constant character-
istic of a particular system. For the system used in this work, k takes
on a value of 3.3 x 10^,
Figure 12 is a plot of pulse rate versus signal amplitude at vAiich





what we would expect from theory. The solid line represents actual ob-





Two Experimental Systems And Concluding Remarks
To add to the corapletness of this work, two experimental delta mod-
ulation systems of original design were construeted o A uni-polarity pulse
system was constructed in the laboratories of the U. S. Naval Postgraduate
School, and a dual polarity system was built up at the Federal Telecommun-
ications Laboratories of Nutley, New Jersey, while the author was assigned
to that concern during one tenn of graduate schooling.
Figure 13 is a block diagram of the uni-polarity pulse system. Figure
14 is the complete schematic of this same system. Two inputs are injected
on the grid and cathode of the comparator tube V-la, Since the grid and
cathode have different gains, equal amplitude inputs at the two points do
not cause a zero output from this tube. For the circuit constants used
here it was found that this type ccmparator generated an image signal 1,08
times as large as the audio input signal which was applied to the cathode.
The error voltage output of the comparator V-la is amplified through the
tvfbes V-2, V-3, and V-4, The output of V-4 vdll be squared up due to the
limiting action of these three tubes and is used to gate the decoder tube
V-5 on or offo The pulse source, a standard pvilse generator, delivers
positive pulses only to the grid of V-5 at a constant rate. Only vAien
the output of V-/f is positive do these pulses produce conduction in the
decoder tube V-5, The decoder is basic ly a sawtooth generator, held cut
off by the voltage divider acticn of the 500 kilohm potentiometer in the
cathode circuit. With the output of V-4 negative, the positive pulses





































decoding capacitor across V-5 charges up toward 150 voltso When the out-
put of V-4 is positive the positive pulses can set the decoder tube V-5
into conduction and this decoding capacitor discharges throu^ the tube
producing a step in the opposite direction. The plate of this decoder
will operate about SOTie mean DC level i<yhich should be adjusted to be mid-
way between the plate supply voltage sind the value of plate voltage re-
sulting upon the application of a positive pulsco A DC input signal
results in alternate pulses setting V-5 into conduction and the image
signal is a sawtooth waveform with a frequency equal to one half the pulse
frequency. The output of this- decoder is fed throu^ the cathode follower
V-lb to the grid of V-la for comparison with the audio signal on the
cathode
o
The second experimental system built was a dual polarity system, the
block diagram and schematic of v^ich are shown in Figures 15 and 16 re-
spectivelyo In this system, ths error voltage out of the comparator V-7
is utilized after amplification to control the state of a flip-flop, tubes
V-14 and V-15o The two plate outputs of this flip>-flop are sent to the
suppressor grids of the two gate tubes V-3 and V-4 and thus control the
conduction state of the gates, ^ach gate receives continuous positive
pulses on their control grids from the pulse source V=l<, As only one of
the two gate tubes can be in a conduction state at any c»ie time, the grid
of the decoder tube V-5b will receive either a positive or a negative
pulse depending upon which gate tube is in a conduction state to pass the
grid pulse. Althou^ each gate tube delivers negative pulses as its out-
put, the output of gate tube V-3 is sent throu^ inverting amplifier V-5a



















































































Schematic of a Duo/ Polarity Puis
Fed a re /S
*Delfa System
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the grid of decoding tube V-5b produce a stepped output across the .0125
integrating capacitor in the plate circuit of V-5b, The 18 kilohm re-
sistor and this capacitor constitute the integrating circuit which is the
heart of the decoder. The integrating action cf these components on the
plate pulses generated as a result of the delivered grid pulses insult
in the stepped image desired. This stepped output is passed through
the decoupled stage V-6, inserted to counteract the principal time con-
stant of the decoder which is relatively small, c anpared to the audio
frequencies involvedo The comparator tube V-7 takes this stepped inage
plus an audio input and produces the error voltage which determines the
state of the flip-flop which in turn determines the polarity of the next
applied pulse. The delay amplifier V-8 is inserted to prevent the flip-
flop frcm being triggered until after the tennination of any pulse pro-
ducing an initiating change. Slicers V-9, V-10, and V-11 provide the
necessary amplification of the error signal and also square it up so as
to provide adequate triggering for tha flipj-flop. The flip-flop is trig-
gered by the application of negative impulses to the grids. To provide
this requisite triggering action the phase splitter V-12 was inserted
to provide a negative going impulse to one of the triggering diodes of
V-13 regardless of the polarity of the error signal at the output of V-11.
Figure 17 is a group of wavefcrn photographs of the dual polarity
system in operation. Photograph (a) is the decoder output to the compara-
tor for a DC sigial input, plus the grid pulses taken from the grid of
tube V-5bo It will be noticed that the alternate positive and negative
pulses on the grid cause alternate positive and negative steps in the
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of small amplitude vrfiich was the audio input to ths comparator. Below
this is the resultant delta modulation stepped image from the decoder
and below that the delta modulation pulses on ths decoder grid which
produced the stepped waveform. Photograph (c) shows the same sine wave
signal increased in amplitude, the delta modulation stepped image from
the decoder plus the delta modulation pulses from the grid of the de~
'^odero Photograph (d) shows a sine wave signal of still larger arapli-
tuie which succeeded in completely saturating the system. Below this
is the stepped image from the decoder. The pulses producing this are




Delta modulation can be seen to be a very worthWiile addition to
the pulse inodulation fisld. Combining the beneficial attributes of pulse
code modulation with a more simplified circuitry it may well prove to be
the more practical systemo No attempt has been made to make an exacting
comparison between the two systems; however, those interested in some
of the comparisons now on record are referred to the articles of deJager
(3), Libois ($) and Rose (7). A comparison of Figure lU and 16 will
clearly show how much the uni-polarity pulse technique simplifi.es the
reqiiired circuitry.
The future of delta modulation is very promising. Not only could
it be used on a large multi-channel scale, but due to its simplified
circuitry might easily be adapted f cr use on a single channel basis over
circuits or transmission paths too noisy for normal corarnxmication methods
and too little used to warrant a more eaqsensive installationo In this
48

line it might well find beneficial military as well as commercial appli-
cations, A one channel pulse delta system of the uni-polarity type,
battery powered, could undoubtedly be built on a scale comparable to the
familiar "walkie-talkie", providing in the field the transmission re-
liability and quality of pulse code modulation itself plus a certain a-
mount of communications security. This would certainly be an application
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